FutureLab

The FutureLab is a creative space that can be used for
different purposes.

The FutureLab building was recovered with an industrial archaeology approach in 2014. For many
years the building, originally a barn, has been employed as a cellar where wine grapes were processed
and the wine was bottled. Now this building, thanks to its fine glass walls, is harmoniously connected
with the nature and the centuries-old woods surrounding it. During the renovation process we have
always adopted eco-friendly solutions, combining together recycling techniques, a fresh and original
style and a deep care for the environment. The renovation process involved the recovery of the
building and a special attention to the eco-sustainability. The restoration project aimed at a
zero-impact result, that was possible thanks to the installation of air-conditioners that employ
renewable energy sources through photovoltaic systems. Furthermore, the heating system is fueled
by pellets and wooden biomass, deriving from the pruning of the trees of the Tenuta, and
rainharvesting and phytoremediation are practiced. Thanks to the adopted measures, the Tenuta
Montemaggiore can guarantee a Green Life-style. Its open space of 600 sqm, organised on two floors,
can easily host photo shootings, movie sets and events. On the ground floor you can find a huge open
space with a massive fireplace. From the outside the chimney highly recalls the chimney stack of an
industrial blast-furnace. On the ground floor, moreover, there is a kitchen and toilet facilities. From
this open space you can access to the former â€œlemon gardenâ€•, a room surrounded by glass walls
now used as a kitchen in the summer time. The first floor has a mezzanine floor structure and is the
perfect place for exhibitions. It also provides a gym area with vintage equipment belonging to the 30s.
The FutureLab was created through the combination of different ideas, projects and dreams and the
space offered by the building that once was the barn of the Tenuta Montemaggiore.

Project author or developer:
various
Where:
IT / Italia /
Website:
www.futurelab.red/
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